
    

2020   Recovery   Programme    for   English:   KS   1   and   2     
Wh�   cho�s�   �   “Recover�   Programm�”     i�   2020?  
  

Our   aim   from   the   start   of   the   2020   Autumn   Term   has   been   to   assess   the   important   key   learning   skills   which   may   have   been   temporarily   
“lost”   or   completely   missed   by   pupils   when   schools   closed   from   March   -   July.     At   TJLS,   whilst   some   Pre-school,   Reception   and   Year   1   
pupils   returned   to   partial   opening,   the   majority   of   our   Year   2-4   pupils   continued   to   learn   remotely   at   home.   
  

We   have   chosen   a   Recovery   Programme   for    all    our   pupils,   which   builds   and   extends   on   the   skills   they   have   retained,   identifies   missed   
learning   and   covers   the   key   learning   expectations   for   their   new   year   group.    To   this   end   we   have   purchased   resources   from    Herts   For   
Learning   Back   on   Track   English    using   our    Catch   up   Pupil   Funding .     
  

Teachers   are   aware   that   the   lockdown   learning   experience   varied   amongst   our   children.    Although   work   was   set   and   marked   daily   
through   Google   Classroom   (both   throughout   lockdown   and   the   partial   reopening),   teachers   recognised   that   some   pupils   still   struggled   to  
access   learning.    Difficulties   such   as   constraints   on   parent/carer’s   time   and   their   own   subject   knowledge   and   confidence   have   resulted   
in   not   all   children   experiencing   the   same   learning   opportunities,   despite   accessing   the   same   materials.     
  

We’ve   asked   ourselves:   “Who   had   help?    Who   might   have   struggled?   Who   had   no   support?”     We’ve   looked   at   “What   was   only   partly   
covered?    What   learning   was   missed   completely?”   
  

The   Back   on   Track   Essential   English   lessons   provide   our   teachers   with   flexibility   to   respond   to   the   needs   of   the   whole   class.     
Using   the    Catch   up   Pupil   Funding    we   also   have   separate   small   group   focus   sessions   for    identified   pupils ,   delivered   by   an   experienced   
teacher.   

Wha�   d�   w�   ai�   t�   achiev�?    (Our   
intent)   
Our   intent   in   2020-21   is   that   key   learning   is   
prioritised,   breadth   is   maintained   and   learning   
sequences   reactivated   as   well   as   addressing   
missed   and   insecure   learning   before   new   
content   is   taught.   
  

There   is   a   focus   on   reading   high   quality   texts   
and   use   of   tier   3   vocabulary   across   the   
curriculum.    Handwriting   and   presentation   are   
promoted   through   daily   activities.    Daily   phonics   
and   spelling   sessions   secure   previous   learning.   
Grammar   Hammer   activities   provide   
opportunities   for   re-building   fluency   and   
addressing   misconceptions   after   lockdown.   

Ho�   d�   w�   d�   i�?       (Our   implementation)     
  

The   Herts   for   Learning   Primary   Back   on   Track   English   Resources   Suite   aims   to   support   our   teachers   with   the   
effective   delivery   of   the   English   Curriculum   upon   wider   school   reopening,   ensuring   that   key   skills   are   prioritised   
and   taught   within   rich   and   engaging   contexts.   
The   plans   include   opportunities   for   reading,   writing   and   spoken   language   development,   with   a   recurring   
emphasis   on   the   development   of   one   aspect   of   key   learning   relating   to   the   grammar   programme   of   study.    The   
plans   allow   for   exploration   of   prior   learning   to   ensure   that   the   key   skill   is   developed   upon   strong   foundation   
knowledge.     
After   using   the   Back   on   Track   resources,   we   will   return   to   using   the   Hamilton   Trust   Scheme   of   work   as   the   basis   
of   our   planning   across   KS   1   and   2.    Please   refer   to   our   English   curriculum   mapping   grid   for   further   guidance.     
   ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

  
Wha�   happen�   a�   �   resul�   of   thi�   learnin�?       (Our   impact)     
Our   pupils’   love   of   reading   is   reactivated.   Rich,   engaging   and   ambitious   teaching   sequences   provide   
opportunities   for   our   pupils   to   apply   their   learning   in   the   context   of   reacting   and   responding   to   a   quality   text.   
Careful   planning   ensures   that   children   are   given   ample   opportunity   to   rehearse   and   develop   a   strong   command  
of   the   spoken   and   written   word   across   a   range   of   genres.     

  

  

2020-21   Recovery   Curriculum:    English   programmes   of   study:   KS   1   and   2   

YEAR   A  Autumn   1   Autumn   2   Spring   1   Spring   2   Summer   1   Summer   2   

Theme   All   about   Me   Fabulous   Festivals   Dinosaurs   Traditional   Tales   Transport   Pirates/   Under   the   Sea   

EYFS   
Phase   1   &   2:   Reading   and   
writing   simple   CVC   words   
  

Letter   formation;   writing   
own   names;   rhyming   
songs   &   stories;   continue   
a   rhyming   string   

Phase   2:   Reading   and   
writing   range   of   CVC   
words,   reading/writing   
labels   and   captions   
  

Firework   writing;   What   are   
we   thankful   for?Explaining   
to   others.   Write   a   list   of   
food   for   our   own   
celebration;   letters   to   
Santa   

Phase   3:   Reading   and   
reading   and   spelling   
common   exception   words   
writing   simple   sentences,     
  

Difference   between   fiction   &   
non-fiction   texts;   Writing   
dinosaur   facts;   Labelling   
dinosaur   body   parts;   
"Rumble   in   the   jungle"   
(descriptions);   Dinosaur   hunt   
(reading   clues   

Phase   3:   Reading   and   
writing   simple   sentences,   
Reading   and   spelling   
common   exception   words   
  

Read,   discuss   &   retell   
traditional   tales;   
sequencing   pictures/   
events;   character   
descriptions   ("Wanted"   
posters);   hot   seating;   
drama;   letters   

Phase   3   &   4:   Reading   and   
writing   extended   
sentences   with   finger   
spaces,   CL   and   full   stop,   
CVCC/CCVC   words   
  

Writing   short   stories   
("Magic   Carpet")   -   story   
maps;   postcards;   
information   text   
(Hedgehogs);   instructional   
writing;   read   instruction   
cards   

Phase   3   &   4:   Reading   
and   writing   extended   
sentences   with   finger   
spaces,   CL   and   full   stop,   
polysyllabic   words   
  

Poetry,   rhyming   words;   
messages   in   a   bottle;   
memories   of   Reception;   
reading   clues   (Treasure   
Hunt);   speech   bubbles   

KEY   STAGE   1   

Wha�   doe�   eac�   lesso�   cove�   an�   ho�   doe�   i�   lin�   togethe�   ove�   tim�?     NC   aims   for   Key   Stage   1   (Years   1   and   2)   and   Key   Stage   2   (Years   3   and   4)   :   

● 2E1:   read   easily,   fluently   and   with   good   understanding   
● 2E2:   develop   the   habit   of   reading   widely   and   often,   for   both   pleasure   and   information   
● 2E3:   acquire   a   wide   vocabulary,   an   understanding   of   grammar   and   knowledge   of   linguistic   conventions   for   reading,   writing   and   spoken   language   
● 2E4:   appreciate   our   rich   and   varied   literary   heritage   
● 2E5:   write   clearly,   accurately   and   coherently,   adapting   their   language   and   style   in   and   for   a   range   of   contexts,   purposes   and   audiences   
● 2E6:   use   discussion   in   order   to   learn;   they   should   be   able   to   elaborate   and   explain   clearly   their   understanding   and   ideas   
● 2E7:   are   competent   in   the   arts   of   speaking   and   listening,   making   formal   presentations,   demonstrating   to   others   and   participating   in   debate   

Spellings    -   As   set   out   in   the   NC   English   appendix     



YEAR   1       AUTUMN   &   SPRING   TERM   

  

YEAR   2   AUTUMN   &   SPRING   TERM:     

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



LOWER   KEY   STAGE   2   

YEAR   3   AUTUMN   &   SPRING   TERM     

  

   Selected   whole   class   texts   provide   the   focus   from   either   of   the   Year   3   or   4   plans,   whilst   learning   objectives   remain   year   group   appropriate.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

YEAR   4   AUTUMN   &   SPRING   TERM   



  

  

  

  

Ho�   doe�   al�   thi�   buil�   o�   thei�   learnin�   fro�   th�   Earl�   Yea��?   

  
Early   Learning   
Goal   
  

Spoken   word   

Communication   
and   Language   

Listening   and  
Attention   

To   listen   attentively   in   a   range   of   situations.   
To   give   their   attention   to   what   others   say   and   respond   appropriately,   whilst   engaged   in   another   
activity.   

Understanding   To   follow   instructions   involving   several   ideas   or   actions.   

Speaking   To   answer   ‘how’   and   ‘why’   questions   about   their   experiences   and   in   response   to   stories   or   events.   
To   express   themselves   effectively,   showing   awareness   of   listeners’   needs.   
To   use   past,   present   and   future   forms   accurately   when   talking   about   events   that   have   happened   or   
are   to   happen   in   the   future.   

Personal,   Social   
and   Emotional   
Development   

Self-Confidence   
and   
Self-Awareness   

To   speak   confidently   in   a   familiar   group   and   talk   about   their   ideas.   

Reading   Literacy   Reading   To   use   phonic   knowledge   to   decode   regular   words   and   read   them   aloud   accurately.   
To   read   some   common   irregular   words.   
To   read   and   understand   simple   sentences.   
To   demonstrate   understanding   when   talking   with   others   about   what   they   have   read.   

Communication   
and   Language   

Listening   and  
Attention   

To  listen  to  stories,  accurately  anticipating  key  events  and  responding  to  what  they  hear  with  relevant                  
comments,   questions   or   actions.   

Understanding   
To   answer   ‘how’   and   ‘why’   questions   about   their   experiences   and   in   response   to   stories   or   events.   

Speaking   
To   express   themselves   effectively,   showing   awareness   of   listeners’   needs.   



Writing   Literacy   Writing   
To   use   their   phonic   knowledge   to   write   words   in   ways   which   match   their   spoken   sounds.   
To   write   some   irregular   common   words.   

  Communication   
and   Language   

Speaking   
To   develop   their   own   narratives   and   explanations   by   connecting   ideas   or   events.   
To   express   themselves   effectively,   showing   awareness   of   listeners’   needs.   
To   answer   ‘how’   and   ‘why’   questions   about   their   experiences   and   in   response   to   stories   or   events.   
To  use  past,  present  and  future  forms  accurately  when  talking  about  events  that  have  happened  or  are  to                    
happen   in   the   future   

  Literacy   Writing   
To  write  simple  sentences  which  can  be  read  by  themselves  and  others.  Some  words  are  spelt  correctly                   
and   others   are   phonetically   plausible.   

  

Wha�   d�   the�   g�   o�   t�   lear�   abou�   i�   Yea�   5   an�   6?   
Year   5   and   6   
Reading:    apply   a   growing   knowledge   of   root   words,   prefixes   and   suffixes   (morphology   and   etymology);   continuing   to   read   and   discuss   an   increasingly   wide   
range   of   texts   (incl   reference   books)   and   for   a   range   of   purposes,   including   myths,   legends   and   traditional   stories,   modern   fiction,   fiction   from   our   literary   
heritage   and   books   from   other   cultures   and   traditions.   
Writing:   transcription    -   using   further   prefixes   and   suffixes,   spell   some   words   with   “silent”   letters;   distinguish   between   homophones;   use   knowledge   of   
morphology   and   etymology   in   spelling;   use   dictionaries;   use   a   thesaurus.   
Writing   -   composition    -     
planning   by   identifying   the   audience   and   purpose,   noting   and   developing   initial   ideas;   consider   how   authors   develop   character   and   setting;     
drafting   and   writing   by   selecting   appropriate   grammar   and   vocabulary;   describing   settings,   characters   and   atmosphere   and   integrating   dialogue;   precising   
longer   passages;   building   cohesion;   using   organisational   devices   to   structure   text   (e.g.   headings   and   bullet   points)   
evaluate   and   edit   by   assessing   effectiveness;   proposing   changes   to   vocabulary,   grammar   and   punctuation;   ensuring   consistency   and   correct   subject/verb   
agreement,   
proof-reding   for   spelling   and   punctuation   errors.   
perform   own   compositions   using   appropriate   intonation,   volume   and   movement   so   that   meaning   is   clear.   
Writing   -   vocabulary,   grammar   and   punctuation   
recognising   vocabulary   and   structures   appropriate   for   formal   speech   and   writing,   including   subjunctive   forms;   use   passive   verbs,   the   perfect   form   of   verbs,   
expanded   noun   phrases,   moval   verbs   or   adverbs,   relative   clauses,   and   learn   grammar   for   years   5   &   6   as   set   out   in   the   National   Curriculum   appendix   2.   
Indicate   grammatical   and   other   features   by   using   commas,   hyphens,   brackets,   dashes   or   commas,   semi-colons,   colons   or   dashes,   a   colon   to   introduce   a   
list,   punctuating   bullet   points   consistently.   
Use   and   understand   the   grammatical   terminology   in   Appendix   2   accurate   and   appropriately;     
Spellings    -   As   set   out   in   the   NC   English   appendix   1  
  

  

  

  


